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ABSTRACT

The generally-accepted law and economics theory of trademarks fails to explain why a brand owner would ever walk away from a trademark that generates financially lucrative returns. In 2020, that is exactly what happened again and again as brand owners pledged to abandon racially explicit marks in the weeks following George Floyd’s murder. As citizens became more attuned to the experiences of those depicted in racial marks, the owners of Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben’s, the Cleveland Indians, the Redskins, the Dixie Chicks, Lady Antebellum and others announced these brands’ days were numbered. By evoking racist stereotypes, they became a moral liability. They could not be authentically unifying if they promoted values inconsistent with contemporary notions of equality and anti-racism. This Article situates the adoption of racially explicit brands in a historic context and explores the reactions of the targeted communities. It then explains why multiple legal challenges to these federal trademark registrations failed. The traditional law and economics paradigm used to justify and explain trademark law does not account for strategic trademark decisions driven by values and expressive community connections. While law and economics captures the essential message a symbol must communicate to function as a mark, it neglects to explain why some marks fail or, in spite of spectacular success, may be abandoned. When a theory cannot account for what is happening in practice, it is time to reach for new tools to help explain the significant role trademarks play in reflecting and leading cultural dynamics.

The consumer investment framework is ideally suited to fill this theoretical gap. It accounts for expressive and value driven decision making. It embraces the many ways we engage with marks apart from the point of purchase. In addition to
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purchasing trademarked products, people invest trademarks with time, meaning, and money. Open dialogue between brand managers, influencers, and fans facilitates connections through shared values. By accounting for brand meaning, communities, and values, the consumer investment theory provides a better framework for understanding the abandonment of racist imagery in a way that traditional law and economics cannot. Where law and economics fails to function as an explanatory paradigm, the consumer investment model provides a theoretical framework for understanding how trademarks function if they are to succeed and what qualities make them resilient enough to remain resonant in a constantly changing cultural environment.

INTRODUCTION

You know a theory is in trouble when it holds less descriptive force than a five-minute Saturday Night Live skit. That is where the law and economics theory of trademark law sat in November 2020, when Alec Baldwin called “Aunt Jemima” and “Uncle Ben” into a conference room and fired them. When Maya Rudolph (playing Aunt Jemima) asked, “What did I do?” Baldwin’s character responded, “It’s not what you did, it’s how you make us feel about what we did.” 1 This skit marked an unprecedented chapter in American advertising history 2 and a need to rethink trademark theory.

According to traditional law and economics thinking, trademarks are information shorthand, helping us find what we need efficiently. If a symbol tells consumers that a product comes from a distinctive source, the source will be incentivized to create quality products. When a symbol functions as a mark, consumers may know what to look for to find the same quality product they purchased in the past. The theory mirrors the basic requirement for trademark protection under federal law. Before a symbol can be protected as a trademark, the Lanham Act requires the symbol to signal that any product or service used with the symbol comes from a single distinct source. To economists, the spillover benefits of incentivizing quality and providing information efficiencies to consumers justify legal protection of the symbol.

Although the law and economics theory sets a floor for what a symbol must do to earn trademark protection, it does not explain why some brands succeed while others fail. It also cannot account for the abandonment of so many famous and lucrative marks. This unprecedented moment in branding history calls for a rethinking of trademark theory.

This Article proposes a paradigm shift away from law and economics and towards the consumer investment theory, informed by research from behavioral economics, marketing, and psychology. The consumer investment theory is an important tool

2. See Kevin D. Thomas et al., Roundtable on Race and Brand Mascots, 21 ADVERT. & SOC’Y Q. (2020), https://perma.cc/VU46-UVP6 (“A blurring of the lines between producers and consumers allows people to speak back to what companies are doing. We are in a moment where it is not just civil rights organizations and activists that are calling out companies. Everyday consumers are, too.”).
for understanding modern trademarks because it accounts for expressive and value-driven decisions made by third parties, in addition to brand owners, thereby creating a feedback loop that influences brand strategy. The consumer investment model embraces the idea that voices outside brand management influence trademark meaning. Although we may or may not make purchases, we all invest brands with meaning. The consumer investment model reflects this dynamic by defining consumer investment as the contributions everyone, in addition to the trademark owner, contributes to brand meaning and value. Since the theory was first proposed in 2010, the rise of consumer brand communities on social media have increased the force of its descriptive power. Although law and economics remains an entrenched theoretical approach, a leading treatise and numerous articles cite the consumer investment theory, validating the growing trend of recognizing its utility. Strategic


4. Id. at 464.


6. See, e.g., LOUIS ALTMAN & MALLA POLLACK, CALLMANN ON UNFAIR COMPETITION, TRADEMARKS AND MONOPOLIES §§ 17:5, 17:13 (4th ed. 2021); Rebecca Tashnet, Registering Disagreement: Registration in Modern American Trademark Law, 130 HARV. L. REV. 867, 869 (2017) ("Trademark scholars widely agree that our current system for evaluating what rights a trademark owner should have over others’ uses of their (or similar) marks is broken."); Barton Beebe & C. Scott Hemphill, The Scope of Strong Marks: Should Trademark Law Protect the Strong More Than the Weak?, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1339, 1384 (2017) (discussing how consumers participate in creating trademark value); Sonia K. Katyal & Leah Chan Grinvald, Platform Law and the Brand Enterprise, 32 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1135, 1144 (2017); Jessica M. Kiser, Brandright, 70 Ark. L. REV. 489, 550 (2017) ("Thus, allowing similar sources of non-confusing passive revenue could be beneficial to the brand owner, as it may encourage more consumers to invest time and energy into the development of the owner’s brand."); Matthew A. Alsbeg, I’ll Be Your Mirror: Broadening the Concept of Trademark Joint Ownership To Reflect the Developing Collaborative Economy, 44 SW. L. REV. 59, 72 (2014) ("In exercising their growing power, consumers have mobilized, via actions ranging from call-in campaigns to boycotts and Facebook protests, to affect corporate policy at every level."); Mario Biagioli, Anupam Chander & Madhavi Sundar, Brand New World: Distinguishing Oneself in the Global Flow, 47 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 455, 463 (2013) ("It thus makes sense, as Deborah Gerhardt suggests, that consumer investment in trademarks facilitates the rise of brands, a practice that has grown with the rise of social media."); Jake Linford, Trademark Owner As Adverse Possessor: Productive Use and Property Acquisition, 63 CASE W. RES. REV. L. REV. 703, 721 n.83 (2013) ("noting the important role consumers play in determining which brands succeed in a world where eight out of ten brands fail"); Mark P. McKenna, A Consumer Decision-Making Theory of Trademark Law, 98 Va. L. REV. 67, 141 (2012); Michael J. Gerhardt, Constitutional Branding, 40 HOFSTRA L. REV. 655, 665 (2012) (citing the theory for the proposition that consumers “are instrumental in investing a particular brand with meaning before it can reflect pervasive cultural salience”); Llewellyn Joseph Gibbons, Crowdsourcing a Trademark: What the Public Giveth, the Courts May Taketh Away, 35 HASTINGS COMM’NS & ENT. L.J. 35, 43 (2012) ("Empowered by Internet technology, consumers can infuse a brand with buzz, investing it with magnetism and economic value, or they can force a trademark into oblivion even against the wealthiest content owners. One commentator observed that ‘the separate nature of many brand relationships—the ‘them’ and ‘us’—is obsolete.’"); Laura A. Heymann, Response, The Scope of Trademark Law in the Age of the Brand Persona, 98 Va. L. REV. BRIEF 61, 68 (2012) ("Trademarks today are simply one part of an overall brand experience that aims to transform the brand into a persona, engaging consumers at an emotional level. Consumers, for their part, use trademarks not just as a shorthand for the physical qualities of a product but as a way of
decisions to drop brands with embedded racial stereotypes during periods of wider social change have confirmed that it has become a necessary tool for understanding the dynamic course of trademark development, use, success, and public impact.

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I enumerates the deficiencies in applying traditional law and economics theory to trademark law and practice. Part II identifies multiple iconic brands that incorporated racial imagery and situates their adoption and development into historical context. The discussion focuses on the history of the Aunt Jemima mark to illustrate how cultural influences the building, revising, and abandoning of a brand created to animate a particular racial stereotype. After revealing how the depicted communities have viewed racially explicit branding, this Part explains why legal challenges failed to bring down many economically successful but racially disparaging marks. Next, it shows how culture shifted towards a tipping point that led brand owners to simultaneously abandon many racially explicit marks. Part III explains how this unprecedented moment in advertising history reaffirms that the consumer investment model is a theory well equipped for explaining how trademarks function, and what qualities make them resilient enough to succeed in a constantly changing cultural environment. Instead of a tight two-way connection between seller and buyer, trademarks are better thought of as symbolic centers of brand communities. By accounting for broader and more open expressive patterns, and for the significance of brands as symbols of authentic values, the consumer investment theory explains the dropping of racist imagery in a way that traditional law and economics theory cannot.

I. CONTEMPORARY TRADEMARK STRATEGY EXPOSES THE NEED FOR A THEORETICAL PARADIGM SHIFT

The law and economics view of trademarks has been the predominant theoretical lens through which trademark law is justified and applied. Leading trademark scholars have long accepted the view that “trademarks contribute to economic efficiency by reducing consumer search costs.” Courts have also adopted this view signaling their own emotional participation and identity, which then feeds back into the meaning of the brand in a continuous loop.”; Greg Lastowka, Trademark’s Daemons, 48 Hous. L. Rev. 779, 782 (2011) (“Trademark law’s solicitude for consumers makes it discordant with the remainder of the intellectual property troika.”).


that trademark law is necessary to create fair competition by providing consumers with truthful information, and to establish a means to minimize and punish deceptive advertising.9

Traditional law and economics theorists William Landes and Richard Posner claim that it makes sense for the law to protect trademarks as private islands of expressive monopolization in order to incentivize brand owners to make better quality products and services.10 Thanks to these incentives, consumers can use brands as informational shorthand to increase efficiency when searching for quality products and services.11 Landes and Posner contend that “[i]f the law does not prevent it, free riding will eventually destroy the information capital embodied in a trademark, and the prospect of free riding may therefore eliminate the incentive to develop a valuable trademark in the first place.”12

Many scholars have observed the limitations inherent in the law and economics approach. They have claimed that the theory fails to account for the idea that a mark’s persuasive power may be more impactful than merely its informational punch, and that product loyalty may result in the creation of network effects that help grow brand popularity irrespective of efficiency and price.13 Stacy Dogan succinctly

---

9. See, e.g., Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Prods. Co., Inc., 514 U.S. 159, 163–64 (1995) (stating that trademark law “reduce[s] the customer’s costs of shopping and making purchasing decisions,” and “helps assure a producer that it (and not an imitating competitor) will reap the financial, reputation-related rewards associated with a desirable product” (internal quotation marks omitted) (alteration in original)); Union Nat’l Bank of Tex., Laredo v. Union Nat’l Bank of Tex., Austin, 909 F.2d 839, 844 (5th Cir. 1990) (stating that trademarks “lower consumer search costs and encourage higher quality production by discouraging free-riders”); see also Chad J. Doellinger, A New Theory of Trademarks, 113 PENN. ST. L. REV. 823, 834–35 (2007) (lamenting that a “2006 search of federal cases on Westlaw did not reveal a single judicial decision expressly rejecting, or even questioning, the economic approach to trademarks”).

10. See Landes & Posner, Trademark Law, supra note 8, at 269.

11. Robert G. Bone, Enforcement Costs and Trademark Puzzles, 90 VA. L. REV. 2099, 2108 (2004) (asserting that without trademark protection, consumers would lose “the ability to distinguish one brand from another, [and] firms would have no reason to create brands with more costly but higher quality characteristics”).

12. LANDES & POSNER, ECONOMIC STRUCTURE, supra note 8, at 1668.

suum up why law and economics should not be embraced as the primary justification for trademark law:

The economic model of trademark law depends on two truths and a lie. The model assumes that trademarks convey information (TRUE) that can save consumers time and money in finding the products they want (TRUE). The model errs, however, when it assumes that consumers consume all available information and act on it rationally (LIE).  

Despite much recent work showing its shortcomings, even the theory’s critics acknowledge that the “economic approach to trademark law became the dominant and largely unquestioned structural and operational paradigm.”

Due to decades of entrenchment, a narrow law and economic approach remains a primary driver of trademark analysis. Traditional law and economics scholars assume that when we interact with brands, we are consumers at the point of purchase, proceeding rationally to get the best quality at the lowest price while investing the smallest amount of time. They believe that if I like the way a chicken sandwich tastes, I will remember the company who sold it to me and look for that brand next time I am hungry. Because companies know I want to buy something I liked before, they will remind me where I can go to repeat the delicious experience.

While law and economics captures one angle of brand reality, it does not speak to the many expressive and value-oriented ways that we engage with trademarks. While these traditional economists are not wrong, their theory is descriptively incomplete and fails to account for recent developments in their field. It assumes I only care about the tasty sandwich and its price. It fails to account for many other variables. For example, I may forgo the delicious sandwich altogether if I care more about an idea than the taste. I may not buy the sandwich if I become a vegetarian, decide not to support the environmental and animal welfare harms of factory farming, or refuse to support a company that offends my religious or political beliefs. Traditional law and economics theory fails to account for the fact that I am not just an efficient buyer with a great memory of a sandwich. I am not merely someone who buys and consumes and buys again. I carry a moral compass, and I use it. And I may be willing to pay more for a sandwich that tastes different but affirms my values.
For all its utility, traditional economic theory misses another major dimension of how trademarks function in practice. It does not account for the fact that successful trademarks engage their brand community apart from the point of purchase, and it offers no insight that differentiates successful brands from those that fail to gain a following. Because it ignores values and has a blinkered view of the frequency and modes in which consumers engage with brands expressively, it could not have been used to explain or foresee so many abandonments in reaction to cultural pressures. Therefore, the utility of traditional law and economics as both an overarching descriptive justification and a predictive tool is now in question.

Behavioral economists have shown that human behavior cannot be explained as a neat process of gathering an optimal amount of information and acting rationally to maximize utility.\(^ {17}\) Human decision making is not so neatly ordered. Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman founded the field of behavioral economics after proving through multiple experiments that people do not rely on all available information but instead habitually recruit “a limited number of heuristic principles which reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities and predicting values to simpler judgmental operations.”\(^ {18}\) Tversky and Kahneman won the Nobel Prize in Economics for demonstrating that prospect theory describes human behavior more accurately than utility theory.\(^ {19}\) According to prospect theory, instead of making rational choices based on all available information, we generally take sensible shortcuts (known in the field as “heuristics”) in selecting information that influences our decision making.\(^ {20}\) As Dan Ariely titled his book on the subject, people are “predictably irrational” in that we routinely rely on patterns of thinking that save us time.\(^ {21}\) This work continues to evolve with studies that document multiple heuristic patterns.\(^ {22}\)

In 1998, Christine Jolls, Cass Sunstein, and Richard Thaler applied behavioral economics to law and showed that consumers display “bounded rationality, bounded willpower, and bounded self-interest.”\(^ {23}\) Instead of navigating our world as described in classical economic theory, we repeatedly make choices that cannot be explained as rational efficiency-maximizing.\(^ {24}\) While economists view the rational decision maker as unitary, self-interested and motivated solely by efficiency,

17. See GARY S. BECKER, THE ECONOMIC APPROACH TO HUMAN BEHAVIOR 14 (U. Chi. Press ed. 1976) (“All human behavior can be viewed as involving participants who maximize their utility from a stable set of preferences and accumulate an optimal amount of information and other inputs in a variety of markets.”).
18. See Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases, 185 SCIENCE 1124, 1124 (Sept. 27, 1974) (stating that people rely on heuristics to simplify decision-making).
20. Id. at 274.
22. Dogan, Bounded Rationality, supra note 7, at 282.
24. Id. at 1476–78.
behavioral economists assert that human decision making is influenced by shared social values, such as fairness. If loyalty and path dependence are our only heuristics, our mental “shortcuts can result in substantial and enduring over-payment by consumers.”

A brand owner who wants to connect with an audience has an incentive to understand our shortcuts and consider whether something may cut deeper than path dependence. If trademark owners understand the heuristics we rely on to navigate the vast amount of information we encounter in everyday life, they will have a competitive edge. They may take chances to determine the hierarchy of our heuristics. Brand owners who want to connect with consumers on a deeper level may reach for other patterns. If they believe we will pay more for a brand that reinforces values important to our identity over a brand that is merely familiar, they will invest time and creative attention to the values associated with their brands.

The Lanham Act sets a floor for protection that mirrors the law and economics definition of how brands function. It defines a trademark as “any word, name, symbol, or device . . . used . . . to identify and distinguish . . . goods . . . from those manufactured or sold by others and to indicate the source of the goods, even if that source is unknown.” This definition creates a three-part messaging structure as illustrated below:

![Diagram of three-part messaging structure](image)

Marks will only be protected if they identify a product as coming from a particular source, even if the source is unknown to consumers, so long as the brand distinguishes its products from those offered by the competition. While the legal definition filters out symbols that cannot perform this three-part function, it does not do much more.

The consumer investment perspective acknowledges that a trademark begins with the triangle but adds that the mark succeeds only if consumers assign meaning to it.

---

25. Id. at 1493–94.
26. Dogan, Bounded Rationality, supra note 7, at 286.
28. Id.
29. Some scholars note that consumers may have no idea of the identity of the corporate source, and often care more about the mark than the product. Barton Beebe has observed that the products or services linked with brands have receded in importance so much that, sometimes, they are completely absent. See Barton Beebe, The Semiotic Analysis of Trademark Law, 51 UCLA L. REV. 621, 625 (2004).
If a community invests in a brand, it becomes more like a three-dimensional prism, gaining volume filled with meaning and taking on a specific identity as it grows to reflect resonant values. Its expressive power increases only when consumers invest it with meaning, time, attention, and money. Like light through a prism, feedback from the surrounding environment feeds into and out of the brand, refracting back how the brand filters, reinforces, or alters what it takes in from contemporary culture and the brand community. In this way, consumer investment theory explains why trademarks change over time as culture and public understandings evolve and respond to feedback from many sources, including the arts, media, celebrity influencers, friends, and family, as well as brand managers.

The consumer investment model fills the gap in law and economics theory by encouraging reflection on how consumers invest in brands not just with their money but also with their time, attention, and loyalty. By viewing trademarks as repositories of meaning, not merely signals of source and quality, the consumer investment model does a better job explaining how and why consumers contribute to the success of brands. It embraces the idea that individual decision making is informed by community values, and that trademarks function expressively. For a brand to succeed, consumers must invest it with shared meaning based on specific enduring values that consumers will want to affirm through brand engagement. Informed by numerous studies from marketing literature affirming that successful trademarks symbolize enduring core values, the consumer investment model acknowledges that Apple is a successful brand not just because it tells us where to buy another computer or phone similar to the high quality version we purchased before but also because its products affirm specific shared values such as the appreciation of bold creativity, innovative design, and user-friendliness. Nike is not just a source for quality shoes, but a motivator for empowering the athlete in all of us. Coca-Cola is “the Real Thing,” “the Pause that Refreshes,” and a reminder that in political, polarizing times, there are symbols that unite Americans through shared values and experiences.

Successful brands tell stories in which we can participate. In exchange, individuals who identify with a brand gain expressive capital and a sense of belonging to a community of shared ideas. To succeed as culture evolves, brand

30. See, e.g., DOUGLAS B. HOLT, HOW BRANDS BECOME ICONS: THE PRINCIPLES OF CULTURAL BRANDING 1 (2004) (arguing that a brand becomes an icon when it serves as a “representative symbol, especially of a culture or a movement”).


strategies must be flexible enough to change if they are to resonate with the times and speak to the contemporary moment. Empirical support for this theory resounds as companies choose to drop iconic brands in response to the nation’s evolving views of racist words and imagery.

II. THE RISE AND FALL OF RACIALLY EXPLICIT BRANDS

The adoption, revising, and abandonment of brands that reinforce racial stereotypes show how evolving cultural norms can influence trademark strategy. The Internet transformed advertising from performances before silent audiences into symbols of dynamic shared values that are reinforced or abandoned by engaged communities of company marketing departments, advertising creatives, influencers, consumers, and fans.34 From adoption to success to abandonment, they reflect evolving cultural responses to racial imagery.

Decades after the end of the Civil War, in the early 1900s, Confederate monuments were elevated in public spaces, public lynching of black citizens occurred in broad daylight, and Jim Crow laws created separate rules and public spaces for Black Americans.35 Two timelines below show the evolution of racially explicit marks from adoption to abandonment. Both timelines focus on a sample of marks that depict racial images of Black and Native American people. The Adoption Timeline shows the introduction and development of the racially explicit marks in historic context by displaying a parallel timeline of events significant to the groups of people depicted in the marks. In Part III, the Abandonment Timeline reflects the same parallel structure of historic events adjacent to the moments when brand owners abandoned marks containing racial imagery. The following Adoption Timeline illustrates the adoption and revision of marks that will be abandoned.

When brands like Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben were adopted, they reflected a view of Black Americans that defied racial equality. Throughout the twentieth century, television programming and advertisements depicted America as a nation of white heterosexual couples with white children. With few exceptions, they portrayed a world that did not look like America. Race appeared not to be an issue. Almost everyone was white, and if people of color did appear in television programs, they were usually cast as servants or criminals, wholly ignoring positive interracial relationships and the many minority citizens who achieved financial and professional success in spite of discriminatory barriers. In advertisements, people of color were generally collapsed into stereotypes like Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben or turned into cartoonish mascots like the Eskimo Pie kid or Chief Wahoo of the Cleveland Indians. Because Internet technology had not yet given consumers a meaningful platform to respond, the ads played to a silent audience. Advertisements were routinely designed not to mirror the American experience more authentically.

The Adoption timeline shows that in the middle of the twentieth century, the cultural tide began to shift. Between 1954 and 1964, *Brown v. Board of Education* was decided, the Civil Rights movement gained momentum, and Congress enacted federal Civil Rights legislation. Congress passed additional civil rights laws directed towards Native Americans four years later. The Adoption timeline illustrates that after the Civil Rights Movement gained momentum, Aunt Jemima’s brand owners made her look more like a working mom than a servant. The history of the Aunt Jemima mark provides an ideal case study in how dynamic perceptions of racial equality can influence a brand’s creation, revisions and demise.

### A. How Aunt Jemima Made Us Feel About Black Women

Aunt Jemima was inspired by a white drag queen. Contrary to the benevolent mythology invented by her white male creators, Aunt Jemima was created by white American men to reflect the social order they thought America wanted to see at their breakfast table. While searching for a name for his instant pancake mix, Chris Rutt wandered into a minstrel show where he watched a white man in drag and blackface perform the song “Aunt Jemima.” Written in 1875 by the Black minstrel performer Billy Kersands, one version of the song included this verse:

My old missus promise me,  
Old Aunt Jemima, oh! oh! oh!  
When she died she-d set me free,  
Old Aunt Jemima, oh! oh! oh!  
She lived so long her head got bald,  
Old Aunt Jemima, oh! oh! oh!  
She swore she would not die at all,

---

Rutt took the name from the song for his pancake mix and designed a brand character who looked like the drag queen, in a dress and apron with a bandana as a headscarf. The mix was first sold by the Pearl Milling Company in 1889. After R.T. Davis bought the brand, he made it a success by bringing “Aunt Jemima” to life. He hired Nancy Green, a Black cook for a Chicago judge, to dress as Aunt Jemima and make pancakes in his booth at the at the 1893 World’s Fair. In 1925, Quaker Oats bought the brand and employed the advertising agency JWT to promote it. A white male account manager grew the myth of Aunt Jemima as a Southern “Mammy” that happily devoted all of her energy to raising white children so that Southern men could be served and their belles could live a life of fashionable leisure.

This stereotypical construct of Black women was not unique to Aunt Jemima. Francesca Sobande observes that, “Due to intersecting power relations related to race, gender, and sexuality, since the early days of the creation of media representations Black women have often been objectified and exoticized in images of them created by, and, for, others.” The Aunt Jemima example is especially instructive because she was intentionally created by white men to embody the “Lost Cause” stereotype of Black women.

Artists and historians have long observed that Aunt Jemima is the quintessential “Mammy” character, “the most well-known and enduring distortion of African American women.” She represents “Old South plantation nostalgia and romance grounded in an idea about the ‘mammy,’ a devoted and submissive servant who eagerly nurtured the children of her white master and mistress while neglecting her own.” The myth was meant to soothe white guilt over the history of slavery and contemporary racist practices by affirming a racial order in which black women were acceptable as long as they were plump, asexual helpers. Aunt Jemima “uplifted white womanhood through sheer contrast and by keeping white women out of the kitchen. She saved them from work but also from worry and seemingly cleared up
tensions between white men and white women, between masters and servants, by clarifying sexual and work roles as well as racial lines.”47 Aunt Jemima—like Confederate monuments, Jim Crow practices, and other racist brands—gave white Americans “somebody to look down on,” as “these images were staring right back at them in the kitchen, serving them with a smile and supporting the societal order. . . .”48 Through meticulous observation of the brand’s history, M. M. Manring observed in *Slave in a Box: The Strange Career of Aunty Jemima* that throughout the twentieth century, the Aunt Jemima advertising campaign

...told white women they could approximate the lifestyle of hoop-skirted southern belles, complete with a complement of slaves, if they purchased Aunt Jemima brand pancake mix. . . . That is what being southern meant . . . appropriating a life of leisure with racial and sexual harmony, seemingly more free but inherently dependent on a black laborer. . . . white men were gallant, women were unburdened by the kitchen, and children played happily around cheerful black servants who would never leave.59

Black people saw Aunt Jemima for the racist construct that she was. When they read the mythic tales written about Aunt Jemima in women’s magazines, Black observers “recognized her as a symbol of submissiveness, demanded that the trademark’s owners quit using her, and called on black consumers to boycott the product.”50 As early as 1918, a writer for *Crusader* (a journal dedicated to Black readers) fumed that, after seeing Aunt Jemima ads

...in the subway and ‘L,’ . . . [Black people] have burned red hot with impotent rage, no doubt. [These ads] are part of the white man’s propaganda to demean, ridicule and insult the Race. They are malicious targets aimed at what he considers a powerless people.”51

In the early twentieth century, not much marketing research focused on minority views, but a handful of surveys did report that people of color were deeply offended and repelled by such imagery.52 Surveys conducted in the 1930s show that Black consumers overwhelmingly disapproved of Aunt Jemima ads, although they responded more positively when actual Black people appeared in the ads, albeit in subservient roles.53 As the Civil Rights movement gained momentum in the 1960s, the NAACP called for a boycott of the brand, but Quaker Oats continued to send Black actresses out to play Aunt Jemima.54 To quiet the criticism, Quaker Oats made cosmetic changes. As illustrated in the Adoption Timeline, they removed her bandana, made her look

---

47. MANRING, *supra* note 36, at 23.
49. MANRING, *supra* note 36, at 112.
50. *Id.* at 151.
51. *Id.* at 153.
52. *Id.* at 13.
53. *Id.* at 155–57.
54. *Id.* at 165–66.
thinner and younger, and gave her pearl earrings. James Baldwin wrote in his Notes of a Native Son, “Before our joy at the demise of Aunt Jemima and Uncle Tom approaches the indecent, we had better ask when they sprang, how they lived?” In explaining why it was important to consider Baldwin’s question, Manring wrote, “The things we see and use every day—and even more to the point, ignore—tell us much about ourselves.”

In the mid-1990s, seeing the ubiquitous image on so many food products, in stores, and, one day, in an airport on a cookbook written by a white man, Alice Walker wrote that she “felt insulted by the image and by a white person’s appropriation of it.” Walker’s mother was a large woman who worked as a maid for a white family, and perhaps because of that similarity, Walker struggled with the image of Aunt Jemima. “For generations in the South it was the only image of a black woman that was acceptable. You could be ‘Aunt’ Jemima, sexless and white-loving, or you could be unseen.” Walker observed that because the word “mammy” was derived from “mammary,” one cannot ignore the name as a reference to breasts. She wrote:

[When white people had an Aunt Jemima around the house and called her “Mammy,” it was the same as calling her “Tits.” Go ask Tits to give you a drink of milk, they were saying to their children. Go ask Tits for a sip of water or a piece of bread. Tits. It was Tits who wet-nursed these people as infants because their own mothers, not desirous of ruining their stick figures, refused.

Despite boycotts from the Black community, Aunt Jemima was a successful brand. Ad Age ranked her seventh in its list of the top ten most iconic brand “mascots” of the twentieth century. Even as the financial return on Aunt Jemima products remained high, Quaker Oats repeatedly had to navigate the disconnect between the brand’s racist connotations and evolving social values of equality and visual representation. Scott Buckley, who worked as an advertising account manager for Quaker Oats in the 1980s and 1990s, said that “the company was often reluctant to spend heavily to market Aunt Jemima, believing ‘it wasn’t worth the blowback.’"

In the years leading up to the brand’s retirement, Quaker Oats had already abandoned aggressive advertising of Aunt Jemima products. In 2019, Quaker Oats
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spent $6.2 million marketing Life Cereal (not counting what it spent on social media) and only $245,000 on marketing the entire Aunt Jemima line of breakfast products. A former member of the advertising team reported that

“the company tried to avoid heavily promoting Aunt Jemima.” “They were constantly being told, ‘Let’s not over-promote it or do a lot of partnerships’—nobody wanted to call attention to it . . . [but] Aunt Jemima was a category leader, and nobody wanted to mess with that stream of revenue.”

Messing with an iconic brand is so costly that the company avoided the expense until it saw the cost of doing nothing as potentially more damaging. In 2014, the cost to rebrand and promote Aunt Jemima products was estimated to be between $20 million and $50 million. Yet brand loyalty led to such a robust financial return that the company kept the product on store shelves and in our kitchens.

Long after Quaker Oats stopped aggressively marketing the brand, Aunt Jemima continued to sell herself. In 2020, the brand yielded $350 million in sales. Her racially-charged message persisted despite efforts to professionalize her image.

B. THE END OF THE LANHAM ACT’S DISPARAGEMENT BAR

The United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) has not always been willing to register marks referencing the stereotypical “Mammy” of Lost Cause mythology. While the USPTO registered multiple versions of Aunt Jemima’s image over the course of a century, it sometimes refused to put its seal on applications seeking to register word marks containing the term “Mammy.” The refusals were based on Section 2(a) of the Lanham Act, designed to bar registrations of marks that “may disparage . . . persons, living or dead, institutions, beliefs, or national symbols,
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71. Vicki T. Huang, Trademarks, Race and Slur-Appropriation: An Interdisciplinary and Empirical Study, 5 U. ILL. L. REV. 1605, 1639–40 (2021) (finding that the bar was applied inconsistently, but nonetheless identifying five applications filed in 2015 that were denied registration based on the Section 2(a) disparagement bar).
or bring them into contempt, or disrepute.”

As the Adoption Timeline indicates, many marks considered demeaning by the groups they depicted were widely used and registered before the disparagement bar was enacted in 1946. Some of these marks—like Aunt Jemima, Uncle Ben’s, Sambo’s, the Washington Redskins, the Atlanta Braves, and the Cleveland Indians—remained in use and on the Principal Register for decades.

In theory, the Lanham Act may have been used to cancel existing disparaging brands and block the registration of additional racist brands. To the extent the USPTO did employ the bar, it was used rarely and inconsistently. The Adoption Timeline shows the USPTO continued to register marks viewed as disparaging by the targeted communities. Their owners sometimes made modest design alterations to reduce their offensive connotations, but within the twentieth century, none were dropped. They became such accepted parts of the American experience that many people outside the referenced groups did not question whether these marks were grounded in a racist foundation. Just like a white person might walk by a Confederate monument without giving it much thought—apart from a passing impression that it was placed by someone else long ago—many white consumers failed to see brands like Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben’s as anything other than iconic kitchen staples. Many in the targeted communities saw them very differently.

Like Black citizens who were appalled by Aunt Jemima’s stereotypical depiction, leaders of indigenous nations challenged the use of their national identities as trademarks, most notably as sports mascots. Although fans and the ball clubs touted these brands as a source of pride in Native American heritage, others argued that the
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misappropriation of cultural identity and imagery for use as a trademark can constitute an injury to personal and community dignity.79

Suzan Shown Harjo, a writer and prominent policy activist for indigenous people, led a group of plaintiffs in asserting a now-defunct legal tool to challenge disparaging trademarks. In 1992, Harjo and other citizens of indigenous nations petitioned the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) to cancel six trademarks used by Washington, D.C.’s football team on the ground that “Redskins” is a racial slur.80 The team owner insisted that the term was meant to honor indigenous Americans.81 Social scientists have observed that his assertion “cannot be disentangled from the larger history of Native American land dispossession, in which European newcomers idealized a myth of a fearless, primitive warrior, using it to justify war, removal and even genocide.”82

After years of litigation, the USPTO granted the cancellation petition; and after multiple appeals, the decision was upheld.83 Although the football team claimed the mark was celebratory, Suzan Harjo explained that in the eyes of her people, the “Redskins” name is the worst word that is used about us in the English language. And I do mean worst. It harks back to the days when colonies, trade companies and some states issued bounty proclamations for exterminating Native American people and providing the bloody “red skins” as proof of “Indian kill.” In 1863, for example, the Daily Republican in Winona, Minn., carried the following notice: “The State reward for dead Indians has been increased to $200 for every red-skin sent to Purgatory. This sum is more than the dead bodies of all the Indians east of the Red River are worth.”84

Harjo will leave behind an extraordinary legacy of teaching how demeaning it is when trademarks for commercial products and sports teams portray indigenous people as mascots that reinforce racial stereotypes. Her hard-fought battles achieved much success, but only after decades of hard work and a significant investment of time and money. In 2014, she reported:

We have already had tremendous success at the local and college level, where governing bodies are less concerned about dollars and more sensitive to their communities. Since 1970, when the University of Oklahoma retired its mascot “Little Red,” colleges and elementary, middle and high schools nationwide have dropped more than 2,000 such “Indian” stereotypes from their athletic programs. By our count that’s more than two-thirds of all such names, meaning we have a little more than 900 to go.\(^5\)

Some of what Harjo achieved was temporarily undone after the Supreme Court found the Lanham Act’s disparagement bar (used to achieve cancelation of the “Redskins” mark) unconstitutional.

The disparagement bar fell after Simon Tam sought to register the “The Slants” as a trademark for his Asian-American electronic dance band, hoping to infuse the term with a positive connotation.\(^6\) The USPTO denied Tam’s application to register the mark on the ground that the term “slants” is widely understood as disparaging to people of Asian descent and therefore violated Section 2(a).\(^7\) Tam appealed on First Amendment grounds, and his claim ultimately wound its way to the Supreme Court.\(^8\) Throughout the litigation, the USPTO defended the bar so it would not have to put its seal of approval on marks that contained racist speech.\(^9\) Despite this intent, the USPTO lost. In a unanimous opinion, the Court held that the disparagement bar violated Tam’s First Amendment right to free expression.\(^10\) In doing so, the Court recognized the expressive power of trademarks and made it clear that more than source identification was in play in the trademark landscape. Despite fears that Tam would lead to a tidal wave of applications to register racist marks, Victoria Huang found no noticeable increase in racially explicit trademark applications immediately following the decision in Tam.\(^11\)

After the Lanham Act’s disparagement bar was declared unconstitutional,\(^2\) the “Redskins” marks were reinstated on the Principal Register.\(^3\) The renewal would be short-lived. Notwithstanding the owner’s enormous investment over decades in defending the mark, the team would soon abandon it.
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C. HARMs LINKED TO RACIST IMAGERY

For individuals in the targeted communities, the constant barrage of negative stereotyping can be hard to bear.94 Multiple studies report that stereotypes in advertising can be devastating to self-esteem.95 Because “[s]elf-esteem is an important ingredient in resiliency and positive mental health adjustment,” its impairment “can contribute to negative behaviors such as substance use and abuse, self-harming, and interpersonal violence.”96

If someone of the depicted race accurately senses that negative stereotypes create yet another obstacle to success, that person must overcome additional mental barriers to push past these images. As Jesse A. Steinfeldt, Jacqueline Hyman, and M. Clint Steinfeldt explain:

If others see me as a member of an inherently flawed group—an impending failure or irredeemable burden on society—then it becomes harder to see through that clouded lens of negativity, particularly when there is a general absence of positive images of people who look like me in society. As a result, that reflected and limited view of oneself can become readily more internalized, negatively impacting one’s developmental trajectory and subsequent psychological functioning.97

The fact that the majority may not see the harm these images cause heightens their impact and exacerbates the different ways that race affects views of culture. Gaynelle Grant, a New York sociologist, remembers that when she was a young girl:

[W]hite kids in my school would say things to me like, “Hey, Aunt Jemima, make me some pancakes,” or, “Where’s your red bandanna, Aunt Jemima?” . . . They equated Aunt Jemima with every black female they saw. The very nature of advertising is to alter how we look at ourselves and the things in our environment . . . advertising that perpetuates negativity—like blacks as smiling, simple-minded servants—affects the way our culture regards black people.98

94. See Huang, Trademarks, supra note 71, at 1632, (reviewing studies that document harms from racist slurs and other acts of negative racial stereotyping).
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The depiction of a white boy lashing a Black man in early “Cream of Wheat” ads was unambiguously intended to show that this brand of cereal was superior in the same way the white boy was superior.\textsuperscript{99} Retaining the Black man without the boy or the whip may diminish the racist message, but the unequal power dynamic in the foundation is impossible to erase from the brand history. In a similar way, Frito Bandito and Miss Chiquita reflected demeaning stereotypes of the Hispanic man as bandit (out to steal your snacks) or the notion that someone of Hispanic heritage is exotic (wearing a hat made of fruit) and not fully American.\textsuperscript{100} While the majority may easily forget the original reference, the targeted community is more likely to remember. In this way, the symbol cannot possibly evoke a unified message.

Repeated exposure to negative racial stereotypes can have a cumulative effect on both the targeted group and those who think the images are benign.\textsuperscript{101} Racist imagery can lead to multiple harms. When Black characters are depicted in film, television, and advertising, they are often portrayed as subservient to white characters or unemployed.\textsuperscript{102} Multiple studies have shown a correlation between exposure to such media and reduced self-esteem of Black persons.\textsuperscript{103} The Vietnamese-American writer Viet Thanh Nguyen reported a similar reaction, observing that when she saw Asian Americans on television, “It confused me and shamed me to see people who looked like my parents being reduced to wordless masses, condemned to be killed, raped, rescued or silenced.”\textsuperscript{104}

By reinforcing negative stereotypes, racist imagery may contribute to “unfavorable views on diversity-related policy issues such as affirmative action and policing.”\textsuperscript{105} Habitual use of such depictions in mainstream advertising can normalize stereotypes designed to keep persons of color “in their place” through images that perpetuate cultural superiority “by rendering them as inferior through racist advertising images.”\textsuperscript{106} Furthermore, “exposure to negative characterizations of blacks in the media can promote unfavorable attitudes and beliefs pertaining to intelligence, criminality, socioeconomic status, work ethic, and values.”\textsuperscript{107}

No group of people—even if they share a racial identity—will respond identically to any stimulus. Individual trauma and harm to our social fabric have been connected to imagery that reinforces racist stereotypes. Exposure to such images results not just in psychological harm and social degradation for the group depicted,\textsuperscript{108} but also
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in increased racial stereotyping of other minorities as well.\textsuperscript{109} For the majority, repeated exposure to racist imagery can activate thoughts of negative stereotypes.\textsuperscript{110} When white Americans view racial stereotyped branding in a positive light, the disconnect between their perception and those of the depicted groups may contribute to misunderstanding and divisiveness. According to social representation theory, media depictions may lead to negative consequences if they reinforce stereotypes that constrain how the majority sees a relatively invisible group, because these diminished views, if reflected back to the targeted community, may limit the potential they see in themselves.\textsuperscript{111}

The enduring racist connotations can be seen in how brands embodying racist stereotypes are used in political speech, often by members of the majority criticizing people in the community depicted by the brand. In the twenty-first century, even after Quaker Oats professionalized Aunt Jemima’s image, the name was used by political opponents as a slur to demean powerful Black women including Condoleezza Rice, Stacy Abrams, and Kamala Harris.\textsuperscript{112}

III. VIEWING IMAGERY THROUGH A CONSUMER INVESTMENT PRISM

Although years of advocacy from the targeted communities and expensive trademark litigation did not convince brand owners to stop using racially contentious marks, cultural shifts in the general population ultimately led to their demise.\textsuperscript{113}
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A. THE ABANDONMENT OF RACIST BRANDS VALIDATES THE CONSUMER INVESTMENT PARADIGM FOR THEORIZING TRADEMARKS

As the Civil Rights movement gained cultural currency and the nation started to wrestle with its history of racial inequality, some notable exceptions depicted a more aspirational multicultural experience of living in America. In 1971, amid culturally divisive protests against the Vietnam War and just three years after Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated, the Coca-Cola Company launched a television advertisement called “Hilltop” in which a field of young people of many races sang, “I’d like to teach the world to sing in perfect harmony.” Coca-Cola was featured as a unifying product in a time of racial divide. The ad made hippie culture look open-hearted and unthreatening. Substance abuse, free love, disrespect for authority, and other controversial aspects of the hippie movement were absent from the scene. It depicted a multicultural group that looked like America, wearing the clothing of the moment and singing an uplifting, harmonious folk song about peace. “Hilltop” was so resonant and creative for its time that, in 2015, the Emmy award-winning show Mad Men revived it in its final scene of hopefulness for a new era.

In 1979, the Coca-Cola Company ventured more meaningfully into a depiction of race relations with its “Mean Joe Greene” advertisement. The television ad featured a young white boy eager to meet NFL player Joe Greene as he limped off the football field, exhausted and sore from the game. The kid offered Greene his newly opened bottle of cold Coca-Cola. Greene at first refused, but the boy insisted, and Greene finally took the Coke, thanked the kid, and sucked down every drop. The boy started to walk away, looking sad, perhaps because his encounter with his hero was over or perhaps because his Coke was gone. Then Greene said, “Hey, kid—” and tossed the boy his game jersey. The child’s face lit up with joy, and the last shot is of Greene grinning while the words “Have a Coke and a Smile” appear in text and the musical score. The ad was unique in that it portrayed a Black man as a hero to a white child and poked gently at our assumptions of others as the boy thanked “Mean Joe” for his kindness. The advertisement at once acknowledged racial differences and signaled hope that they can be bridged, masterfully portraying the enjoyment of Coca-Cola in its iconic bottle as a shared American experience. Both the Hilltop and Greene ads, developed and run long before the age of the Internet, have been viewed millions of times on YouTube.

The consumer investment theory explains why these ads resonate enough to lead consumers to invest time watching them even when they are not forced to do so to get to other content. What is the return on that consumer investment? We all see

115. Holt, supra note 30, at 23–24 (discussing how the ad “symbolically heal[ed] acute cultural tensions tearing at American society” following the start of the Vietnam War).
many more trademarks and ads than we remember. The task of breaking through the barrage of advertising to reach a consumer is a massive challenge. Artful ads that communicate authentic values can create magnetic, expressive resonance that is heard and even sought out through all the other noise.

Consumers expect ads to tout product features and explain why they should buy this and not that. The expected is not memorable. When an advertisement challenges a political or social norm, it can surprise its audience with authenticity and invigorate a brand so that it becomes a symbol of contemporary values and a connection point for a like-minded community. When done well, it may create a transformative entrepreneurial moment that stimulates the Jeffersonian belief in constructive change. Proctor & Gamble’s award-winning “Like a Girl” ad campaign for Always feminine hygiene products took a common phrase and invited us to imagine that acting “like a girl” meant moving well, with strength and purpose. Advertisements that resonate in this way can become timeless cultural touchstones that infuse a brand with enduring values.

Trademarks mirror cultural perceptions of race, gender, ethnicity, and identity. Historically, advertising and trademarks have been saturated with images that reinforce stereotypes or objectify a group of people as cartoon characters. If a mark itself expresses a racially insensitive word or image, the parent company’s statements about promoting equity and inclusion will ring hollow. At a time when questions of social justice are prominent in American discourse, organizations with racially charged symbols face an existential choice.

Recognizing the significance of brand values has been more apparent than ever as multiple brands do the unthinkable—abandon iconic money-making names and images that served as their trademarks in the name of equality. The rise of the Black Lives Matter movement in 2013 and the “Me Too” movement in 2017 increased the resonance of racial and gender equality across multiple demographic groups. The toppling of many disparaging marks occurred after three significant events that brought the connection between white supremacy and systemic racial inequality into sharp focus and changed national views of racist imagery.

120. See Hannah Goldberg, This Ad Completely Redefines the Phrase “Like a Girl,” TIME (June 26, 2014), https://perma.cc/CD9L-W45K.
The first event occurred on June 17, 2015, when Dylann Roof joined a Bible study group at the historic Emmanuel A.M.E. Church in Charleston, South Carolina. The congregants welcomed Roof into their circle, and they prayed together. At the end of the service, Roof took out a .45-caliber Glock 41 and started shooting, murdering nine people and injuring one other, all of them Black. Media reports showed how deeply entrenched Roof was in white supremacy. A few weeks earlier, Roof had posed for a photo holding the Glock he would use as a murder weapon in one hand and a Confederate flag in the other. Roof posted the image on social media as a warning that he intended to start a “race war” with “drastic action.”

Shocked by this incident, the nation was forced to reflect more seriously on the messages sent by symbols that had been adopted by white supremacists. Cities and schools concerned about racist imagery began rethinking the presence of Confederate statues. On July 8, 2015, less than a month after Roof murdered Black congregants, a federal district court canceled the “Washington Redskins” trademark registrations on the ground that they disparage Native Americans in violation of the statutory bar that was then a part of the Lanham Act. The team chose to continue using the marks anyway.

The next significant event occurred two years later, after the city council in Charlottesville, Virginia, voted to remove statues of Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson. On August 11–12, 2017, white supremacist groups held one of the largest rallies they had staged in decades to protest the removals and voice racist and anti-Semitic threats to the Charlottesville community. On the second day of protests, a white supremacist deliberately sped his car into a group of pedestrians, injuring nineteen and killing Heather Danielle Heyer, a thirty-two-year-old counter-protester who was passionate about equality.

Appalled by the rise of white supremacy and its brazen celebration of Confederate symbols, many communities began to confront whether it made sense to maintain racially divisive imagery in central public spaces. From 1880 to 2015, only twelve
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Confederate Monuments were removed from public spaces. After the Charleston Church shooting, thirteen were removed or relocated within the next two years, and fifty more were taken down between 2017 and the spring of 2020.\footnote{Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy, S. POVERTY L. CTR. (Feb. 1, 2019), https://www.splcenter.org/20190201/whos-heritage-public-symbols-confederacy (choose “Download the data” under “In this article”; then click on “Whose Heritage Master” tab within the spreadsheet to see relevant data). This data was sourced on Nov. 15, 2021.} Then, on May 25, 2020, Derek Chauvin, a white Minneapolis police officer, pinned George Floyd to the pavement, pushing his knee into Floyd’s neck for over nine minutes.\footnote{George Floyd: What Happened in the Final Moments of His Life, BBC NEWS (July 16, 2020), https://perma.cc/2WQZ-Y38Y.} Floyd, a forty-six-year-old Black father, cried for mercy, pleaded that he could not breathe, and, in his last moments, called to his dead mother.\footnote{Evan Hill et al., How George Floyd Was Killed in Police Custody, N.Y. TIMES (May 31, 2020), https://perma.cc/QT87-S78P.} The officer’s partners looked on and did nothing while a seventeen-year-old girl filmed the final moments of George Floyd’s life.\footnote{Id.} When the video circulated on social media the next day, protests erupted against police brutality and in support of equality.\footnote{George Floyd: What Happened in the Final Moments of His Life, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined.}

The demonstrations continued throughout the summer of 2020. As citizens across the nation reflected on how much racism had been tolerated, many showed up to protest the practices and symbols that reinforced inequality, despite the Coronavirus pandemic.\footnote{Colleen Long, Kat Stafford & R.J. Rico, Summer of Protest: Chance for Change, but Obstacles Exposed, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Sept. 6, 2020, https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-shootings-race-and-ethnicity-or-state-wire-racial-injustice-9035ccdfc58d5d57175185666a0ed6d.} The nation’s empathy for the lived experience of minorities was palpably stronger, and consequently, tolerance for racist imagery reached a tipping point. The percentage of Americans who reported that they support the Black Lives Matter movement increased by fifteen percentage points between the beginning of 2019 and June of 2020.\footnote{Jennifer Chudy & Hakeem Jefferson, Opinion, Support for Black Lives Matter Surged Last Year. Did It Last?, N.Y. TIMES (May 22, 2021), https://perma.cc/NCX9-KM6 (displaying data indicating that support for the movement fell to 2019 levels in the following year).} The transformative expression of anti-racist projections and graffiti on Confederate monuments altered the meaning of these objects as renewed political efforts to tear them down gained traction.\footnote{See, e.g., Boston Removes Christopher Columbus Statue from North End Park, CBS BOS. (June 11, 2020), https://perma.cc/PS7N-AT4E; Phil Davis, George Washington Monument in Druid Hill Park Spray-Painted with “Destroy Racists,” Anti-Police Sentiment, BALTIMORE SUN (June 21, 2020), https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-baltimore-washington-monument-vandalized-20200621-h5bq6jaz67d6645no5wb37a-story.html; Alex Wigglesworth & Andrew J. Campa, Junipero Serra Statue Toppled in Downtown L.A., L.A. TIMES (June 20, 2020), https://perma.cc/B2LF-YG98.}
2020, over 100 Confederate monuments were removed from public spaces. Against this political backdrop, racially explicit brands were confronted with the choice of either responding to the cultural moment and making a change or sticking with their old symbols and risk being held up as a relic of inequality. The timeline below situates the abandonment of these brands in their cultural context:
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ABANDONMENT TIMELINE

2015
Jun  ------------ Dyann Roof Shooting

2016
Sep  ------------ Colin Kaepernick Begins Kneeling

2017
Jun  ------------ Matal v Tam Decided
Aug  ------------ Charlottesville Protests & Murder of Heather Heyer

2018
Jan  ------------

2019
Feb  ------------

2020
May  ------------ Murder of George Floyd
Jun  ------------

2021
Nov  ------------ Kamala Harris Elected VP
Dec  ------------ Kamala Harris Sworn in as VP
The Abandonment Timeline shows that George Floyd’s murder was the tipping point. Two mark depicting Native Americans, the Cleveland Indians’ Chief Wahoo and the Land O’Lakes Mia were dropped in 2018 and earlier in 2020. Many more were to follow. Within weeks of George Floyd’s death in May 2020, more companies announced they would drop racially divisive names and images in which they had invested millions of dollars and decades of advertising. Many of these trademarks—like Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben’s—were iconic household brands used by generations of families. At this cultural moment, many companies concluded that informational efficiency was not enough to justify maintaining them. With renewed empathy for how differently Black citizens experience life in America, companies began to consider whether the moment called for change. If there was ever an ideal time to drop racist imagery, the summer of 2020 was it. As social consciousness and empathy for those suffering from systemic racism increased among white citizens, many brand owners concluded they could no longer risk losing consumer investments by continuing to trade in racially charged stereotypes. In a contemporary culture sympathetic to the experience of Black citizens, the way a Black person (or anyone empathetic to a Black person’s point of view) would see the world became more resonant.

On June 17, 2020, within a month after George Floyd’s murder and at the height of public opinion polling that supported the Black Lives Matter movement, Quaker Oats announced it would phase out the Aunt Jemima brand name and images. Quaker’s parent company, PepsiCo, acknowledged the brand’s racist connotations:

“As we work to make progress toward racial equality through several initiatives, we also must take a hard look at our portfolio of brands and ensure they reflect our values and meet our consumers’ expectations,” said Kristin Kroepfl, Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer, Quaker Foods North America. “We recognize Aunt Jemima’s origins are based on a racial stereotype. While work has been done over the years to update the brand in a manner intended to be appropriate and respectful, we realize those changes are not enough.”

On February 9, 2021, Quaker Oats announced it would rename the brand for its original owner, Pearl Milling Company. In June 2021, the new design, which kept the familiar red and yellow trade dress, first hit groceries stores.

The history of Aunt Jemima shows how critical brand values are to understanding how trademarks function and endure. They are not, as the traditional law and economics model posits, mere information shorthand for quality and source at the point of purchase. They have histories. They tell stories and carry meaning initiated by their owners but ultimately dependent on whether people choose to contribute to participate in the brand community by investing it with time, attention, and money.
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The demise of Aunt Jemima shows that when a brand’s foundation fails to resonate with contemporary values, it may be time to burn the thing down and start over. When citizens became more sensitized to images that fed into racial inequality, Aunt Jemima had to go because of how she makes “us feel about what we did.”

After George Floyd’s murder, brand strategists took unprecedented action. Racist trademarks began toppling like a set of expensive dominoes. Many abandoned racially explicit imagery in the same summer that Black Lives Matter demonstrations were happening weekly in the nation’s cities. Some companies attempted to defend their brand with evidence that their initial intention had nothing to do with racist perceptions, but nonetheless, consumer meaning won the day.

On June 11, 2020, the band Lady Antebellum announced its name would be shortened to “Lady A.” The band explained that the name originated from the southern “antebellum” style home where we took our first photos [evoking] . . . the music born in the south that influenced us . . . southern rock, blues, R&B, gospel and of course country. . . . But we are regretful and embarrassed to say that we did not take into account the associations that weigh down this word referring to the period of history before the civil war, which includes slavery. We are deeply sorry for the hurt this has caused and for anyone who has felt unsafe, unseen or unvalued. Causing pain was never our hearts’ intention, but it doesn’t change the fact that indeed, it did just that. So today, we speak up and make a change. We hope you will dig in and join us.

This statement reflects how consumer investment influences brands. With genuine candor, the group admits it did not see allusions to slavery in its name because the band members were looking through a lens of their own experiences. Once they took a more empathetic look through the prism of broader consumer understandings, they could see the unpleasant and divisive meaning many people would invest in their name. Once their viewpoint broadened in this way, they recognized their name evoked harmful connotations and apologized for not seeing sooner how others perceived it.

Others responded with a quick and clean change, making no effort to defend references to lost-cause mythology. On June 17, 2020, the Cream of Wheat and Uncle Ben’s brand owners announced their trademarks would be dropped. The press releases acknowledged that these marks depicted Black people in stereotypically subservient roles and were viewed as harmful reminders of the history of slavery. Later that week, Dreyer’s announced it would rename “Eskimo Pie”
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ice cream.\textsuperscript{153} Dreyer’s head of marketing stated, “We are committed to being a part of the solution on racial equality, and recognize the term is inappropriate . . . . This move is . . . . to ensure our company and brands reflect our people[’s] values.”\textsuperscript{154} These statements are notable in that they don’t make excuses. Instead, they express clear value propositions in response to changing consumer opinions and respond with decisive changes.

On June 25, 2020, the Dixie Chicks dropped “Dixie” from their mark, announcing, “We want to meet this moment.”\textsuperscript{155} From then on, they would be known as “The Chicks.”\textsuperscript{156} On July 13, 2020, just five years after the “Redskins” marks were reinstated on the USPTO’s Principal Register, Washington, D.C.’s football team announced it would give up the brand it had fought for decades to keep\textsuperscript{157}

In the fall of 2020, Americans reported that they perceived race relations as more troubled than at any time since polling on the subject began.\textsuperscript{158} However, they remained optimistic that things could get better.\textsuperscript{159} It is in that space between what is and what is possible that many brands seized the cultural moment and took decisive action. If they could be change agents towards that better future of racial equality, they could align with a hopeful vision and participate in meaningful progress towards realizing constitutional ideals in the public imagination.

IV. CONCLUSION

The traditional law and economics approach does not adequately explain how changing cultural norms led multiple owners to drop lucrative trademarks. Over the spring and summer of 2020, as city streets erupted in protest after George Floyd’s murder, trademark owners began abandoning racist words and imagery, even though they were still quite successful as source identifiers.

Social justice culture and contemporary interactive brand strategies have upended the law and economics theory of trademarks as mere tools of information efficiency. While the law and economics theory of marks sets a floor for what symbols must do to function as a trademark, it fails to explain why some brands resonate enough to succeed while others fail, and why an owner might abandon a mark even if it has been financially successful for decades. The key to understanding this phenomenon lies outside the law and economics model.
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The consumer investment model brings this value-based thinking into trademark law and encourages us to look around at the brands with which we choose (consciously or not) to surround and define ourselves. The choice to end the use of economically successful iconic marks confirms how brands reflect and shape our values. Professor James Boyd White encouraged us to reflect on how law functions as a value-laden persuasive rhetoric. He described the work of lawyers as a creative process of persuasion analogous to advertising. Like laws, trademarks reflect value judgments, and through their words and imagery, they can unite like-minded citizens around core beliefs.

The consumer investment theory of trademarks embraces the idea that a brand is a symbol filled with meaning created by many contributors, including but not limited to the brand owners. The model encourages critical thinking about whether consumers associate a brand with specific values, and if so, how those values influence the brand’s success and inspire the foundation of brand communities. By accounting for brand meaning and values, the consumer investment theory explains the dropping of racist imagery in a way that traditional law and economics cannot. It accounts for the fact that a company may choose to drop a mark that has been a reliable and economically successful source identifier for decades if it is concerned that consumers will be offended by its brand, embarrassed to wear the brand on a t-shirt or be seen with it in their grocery cart. In a space where authenticity and trust are critical currency, espousing values without living up to them can devastate brand integrity. If brand owners are to remain relevant to their consumers steeped in contemporary culture, they must be open to change as culture and values evolve. In moments of political and cultural upheaval, a brand owner must be prepared to respond, even if an act of creative destruction is the only solution to unconflicted consumer investment.

---
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